Art Specifications
Ballot Box E90
(Cardboard)

Elections New Zealand
ART SPECIFICATION

CUSTOMER:
CHIEF ELECTORAL OFFICE

Description:
BALLOT BOX E90

Colour/s:
1. BLACK
2. ORANGE
3. 4.

Joint:
STITCHED □
EXTERNAL □
GLUED □
FLATS □

Date: 26-01-96
No. Art & Date: 0

Rep: GAVIN BROWNE
Artist: JASON

P.O. No.

CUSTOMER APPROVAL

THIS ARTWORK IS TO BE CONSIDERED AS THE FINAL CHECK FOR LAYOUT AND SPELLING. IF SATISFACTORY, PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN. ANY ALTERATIONS WILL NOT BE USED FOR THE FINISHED PRODUCT.

COLOURS USED ARE APPROXIMATE FOR CUSTOMER APPROVAL & WILL NOT BE USED FOR THE FINISHED PRODUCT.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ________________

KW 090

This artwork will be retained for this P.O. Number unless superseded by your instructions.
1. Lay out glued case on flat surface with bottom flaps facing up.
2. Fold sides out with top flaps pointing forwards (making case square).
3. Fold case up inside case, while folding bottom flaps together.
4. Fold bottom flaps (still together) up to the base.
5. Stand case firmly on base, fold bottom flaps to inside wall.
6. Fold base past side flaps to meet the bottom of case.
7. Push top flaps down to meet each other.
8. Locking tab.
9. Pull lid down to close, folding locking tab on inside of case.